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this cannon is on world 5-3, in the narrow passage that follows world 5-2. to reach it, you need to
jump down and immediately up. make sure you jump up far enough to avoid the gap in the stage.

you may even want to keep jumping up and down while jumping in the air, to make sure you're
jumping upwards. this cannon can be found in world 5-3, in a clear hole in the stage. all you need to

do to warp here is to jump down at the correct time. the cannon pushes you into the ground and
performs a counter-jumping aerial shot. simply time it correctly and you'll find yourself in a safe spot.
the fourth warp cannon on world 6-2 is a little bit of a pain to reach. it lies in a small, isolated part of

the level, and a wall blocks the way once you enter. to get into the correct position, you'll need to
jump down about half the screen's height. from there, you'll need to jump straight up to reach the

gate. the cannon pushes you back into the ground, and performs a counter-jumping aerial shot. just
perfect timing should allow you to warp into the secure area. youll then fly up and through an

underground maze of spinning red blocks. when you reach the top, youll be in the lost world, a series
of small levels filled with hidden hatches and platforms. though you can simply jump to the top,
youre much more likely to run out of time if you try to make the journey straight up. fortunately,
there are several hidden hatches along the way, including one at the bottom of the screen. take

each of them as they appear, and youll eventually find a hidden warp pipe. this path leads to world
4-8, the worlds final warp cannon.
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the barrier at the bottom of the cannon entrance is made of glass, so dont be afraid to damage it!
once you reach the top, youll be pulled into a dark tunnel. a couple of doors lead you into a large

green pipe. theres only one to follow, and as soon as you enter it youll be teleported back to the top
of the cannon and the level will end.this cannon takes you to world 7.world 7-haunted mansionwell,

its one of two cannons in this level. youll see a set of ten mysterious coins ahead as you explore, and
one of them will just disappear into nothingness. to get to the other cannon, jump onto the terminal
at the top of the first conveyor belt.this cannon will make you take an elevator to the fifth world. first

youll have to navigate a water area with a gap in the middle. make your way to the second set of
pipes where youll see a green pipe on top of a conveyor belt. jump into the pipe and activate the

terminal on the hidden platform. on the next level, youll face two cannons: one shoots you forward,
and the other pushes you down. the first cannon makes you take an elevator to world 9, and the

second one makes you enter world 9-carnivalworld 9-carnival is a hard-level that uses a classic warp
pipe theme. youll start by climbing up a set of small ledges and jumping down into a pit containing a

warp pipe; follow it all the way up and jump again to reach a secret area at the top. following the
pipe will take you down to world 9-magic in the graveyard. the first cannon youll face is the usual

warp cannon to world 9-magic in the graveyard. if you follow the shell paths, youll eventually face off
against a cannon in a place where you cant run through the shells. the next cannon is in the third
shell room, so youll need to work out a different way. youll have to move to the right and jump to

reach the final cannon, which will take you to world 10.the level will end here. 5ec8ef588b
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